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2.0 What is FIRST Tech Challenge? 
FIRST Tech Challenge (FTC) had its beginnings in 2005 and grew out of a need for a mid-level robotics program to 
transition teams from FIRST® LEGO® League to the FIRST® Robotics Competition. Piloted for two years as the FIRST Vex 
Challenge, FTC became an official FIRST program and was renamed FIRST Tech Challenge in 2007. 

FIRST Tech Challenge is a student-centered activity that is mentor supported and is about giving students a unique and 
stimulating experience. We want students to learn the value of teamwork and to respect everyone’s ideas and 
contributions to the team. FIRST Tech Challenge allows high school students to work hand-in-hand with technical 
professionals to develop a solution to the annual challenge. The students do a majority of the work, but the mentor is 
there to offer guidance, suggestions, and coaching to keep the students on task and successful. FIRST values are about 
appreciating our differences and learning what those differences add to our lives. FIRST programs succeed most fully 
when team members bring the FIRST values they learn back to their communities. 

The FTC Competition Kit challenges students’ creative problem-solving skills by enabling them to build robots that do 
amazing things. When you bring dedicated, enthusiastic students and a mentor together, the results can be 
phenomenal!  Students design and construct robotic devices which can be autonomously programmed or operator-
controlled to perform various tasks. 

FIRST Tech Challenge teams receive each year’s game during a September Kickoff. The game’s rules and regulations are 
provided on the www.usfirst.org website. 

2.1 Gracious Professionalism™ – A FIRST Credo 
Dr. Woodie Flowers, National Advisor for FIRST, speaks about Gracious Professionalism™ in this way: “The FIRST spirit 
encourages doing high-quality, well informed work in a manner that leaves everyone feeling valued.  Gracious 
Professionalism seems to be a good descriptor for part of the ethos of FIRST. It is part of what makes FIRST different and 
wonderful.” 

Gracious Professionalism can and should mean different things to each of us. It is possible however, to outline some of 
its meanings: 

� Gracious attitudes and behaviors are ‘win-win.’ 

� Gracious folks respect others and let that respect show in their actions. 

� Gracious professionals make a valued contribution in a manner pleasing to others and to themselves as they 
possess special knowledge and are trusted by society to use that knowledge responsibly. 

As Woodie says, “In the long run, Gracious Professionalism is part of pursuing a meaningful life. One can add to society 
and enjoy the satisfaction of knowing that you have acted with integrity and sensitivity. That’s good stuff!” 

“In FIRST, Gracious Professionalism means that we learn and compete like crazy, but treat one another with respect and 
kindness in the process. We try to avoid leaving anyone feeling like they have lost. No chest-thumping barbarian tough 
talk, but no sticky sweet platitudes either. Knowledge, pride and empathy comfortably blended.” 

3.0 The Tournament 

3.1 Overview 
The FIRST Tech Challenge is played in a tournament format. Each tournament includes qualifying and elimination 
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matches.  After the qualifying matches, teams are ranked based on their match performance.  The top-ranked teams 
select alliance partners and participate in the elimination matches to determine the event champions. 

This section provides a general summary regarding a FIRST credo, mascots, uniforms, recommended items and 
equipment for teams to bring, pit rules, event schedules, registration, practice rules and time slots, and robot 
inspections. Please read the following to get a feel for competition schedules, registration procedures, practice times, 
and matches. 

3.2 Tournament Definitions 
Alliance – Each FTC match is comprised of two, two-team Alliances. At events with more than 20 teams, the semi-final 
and final round Alliances are made up of three teams each. However, only two of those teams compete during any one 
match. 

Alliance Captain – The student representative from an Alliance’s highest ranked team chosen to represent an Alliance 
during Alliance Selection and for the final Elimination Matches. The entire team may also be referred to as the Alliance 
Captain. 

Alliance Selection – The process by which top-ranked teams choose Alliance Partners for the Elimination Matches. 

Elimination Match – A match used to determine the Winning Alliance. Alliances of two or three teams face off in a series 
of matches, with two teams per alliance playing in each match. The first alliance to win two matches proceeds to the 
next round. 

Practice Match – A match used to provide time for teams to get acquainted with the official playing field. 

Qualifying Match – A match used to determine the teams that qualify for the Alliance Selection and move on to the 
Elimination Matches. Alliances compete to earn Qualifying Points and Ranking Points. 

Qualifying Points (QPs) – The first basis for ranking teams, Qualifying Points are awarded for winning (two points) and 
tying (one point) a Qualifying Match. 

Ranking Points (RPs) – The second basis of ranking teams, Ranking Points are used as the tiebreakers when teams have 
equal Qualifying Points. Ranking Points are awarded in the amount of the final score of the losing Alliance in a Qualifying 
Match. Both Alliances receive the pre-penalized score of the losing Alliance as their RP.  

Surrogate Match – An additional Qualifying Match for some teams depending on the number of teams in the 
tournament. A Surrogate Match will not count in the standings for Qualifying Points or Ranking Points to the teams that 
are marked as playing as surrogates. However, these matches are very important in the entire standings and should be 
played by all as if they were regular Qualification Matches.  Surrogate Matches will be marked as such on the official 
Qualifying Match schedule. 

3.3 Tournament Event Schedule 
Event schedules will be available through your Tournament Host prior to or at your tournament. Qualification Match 
schedules are created on tournament day by the scoring system after all teams have checked-in and have completed the 
inspection process. 

3.4 Courtesy and Rules 
You will hear the expression Gracious Professionalism (GP) often throughout your involvement in FTC. One of FTC’s main 
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goals is to encourage all team members to conduct themselves with kindness, consideration, and sharing.  We hear 
heartwarming stories of teams sharing parts, helping to build or repair competing robots, and helping rookie teams 
avoid preventable pitfalls. These examples of GP are some of the benefits of being involved with this organization. 
Please display GP throughout the event.  

The pit is where the behind-the-scenes action takes place. The FIRST staff and volunteers want you to enjoy the 
competition. Follow the rules below while in the pit as well as in the audience so everyone can work and compete in a 
safe, sportsmanlike, friendly, and orderly manner. 

Bands: No live bands are allowed in the audience or pit. 

Battery Safety: Charge your batteries in an open, well-ventilated area. 

Fire Extinguishers: These are usually located at the pit administration station and in the competition area. 

Food: Check with the event organizer before bringing food to an event, as some venues will not allow outside food on-
site due to contracts and agreements. 

Internet/Wireless Network Access: Teams may not setup a wireless computer network for any purpose (i.e. Internet 
access, team communication, team computer to robot, etc.). Teams are required to use the wireless computer network 
provided by the Tournament Organizers or venue for all robot communication. Internet access for the teams will be at 
the discretion of the Tournament Director. 

Music/Noise: No loud music, audio systems, whistles, banging sticks, blow horns, etc. allowed. They prevent teams from 
hearing important announcements. Power may be shut off and/or noisemakers confiscated. 

Painting: There is no painting in the pit. 

Pit Displays: Pit display structures may not exceed ten (10) feet in height. 

Radios/Walkie-Talkies: Teams are not allowed to use radios and walkie-talkies anywhere in the tournament facility. 

Running: There is no running in the pit. 

Sales: Because of site regulations/contracts, FIRST cannot allow teams or individuals to sell items, such as T-shirts, pins, 
etc., at any events. Fundraising for a cause is permitted; fundraising for a team is not permitted. 

Seat Saving: Sitting together in a group during competition matches makes the game more exciting and fun. It allows 
you to show support for your team. Teams are not allowed to save seating space as there is often not enough seating to 
accommodate everyone.  

Team Safety Captain: Each team appoints a safety captain who will help maintain safety at events, especially in the pit.  
He or she will remind attendees about the safety rules listed here. 

Soldering, Gluing, Brazing, or other Large Power Tools: These activities and tools are not allowed in the pit areas or at 
the competitions unless the tournament director specifically allows them.  

3.5 Eye Protection and Safety 
FIRST requires all teams to bring and supply ANSI Z87.1 certified safety glasses for their members and guests for each 
competition. Regular glasses and sunglasses do not qualify as safety glasses. If you wear prescription glasses, you must 
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wear safety goggles over them or attach safety side shields. For our purposes, amber lenses that allow for enhanced 
vision are considered tinted, not shaded, and their use is allowed at FIRST events. Sunglasses or deeply shaded safety 
glasses used in our indoor event environment are not acceptable. 

Students, adult team members, and guests must wear eye protection while working on the robot, when observing robot 
building/repair work, while in the pit area, and in the competition area.  Teams without eye protection are not allowed 
in the competition area.  

Open-toed or open-backed shoes are not permitted in the pit area or in the competition area. 

3.6 Tournament Day Overview 
FTC events pack a lot of activities into one day.  The main events for a typical tournament are: 

1. Team Check-in 
2. Robot Hardware and Software Inspection 
3. Judges’ Interviews 
4. Drivers’ Meeting 
5. Practice Matches 
6. Opening Ceremony 
7. Qualification Matches 
8. Alliance Selection 
9. Elimination Matches 
10. Awards and Closing Ceremony 

 

3.6.1 Team Check-In 
As a team arrives at the venue, the Coach or other adult mentor should register the team with the tournament officials. 
During check-in, the Coach will receive a packet of information for the team that may include drive team badges, a 
judging schedule, a map of the facilities and pits, and other information that is very important to the teams.  The Coach 
should review all the material to make sure the packet is complete. At this time, the team should set up their Pit area 
and get familiar with the venue, including where the practice and playing fields are and where judging takes place, and 
review the schedule of events for the day. 

3.6.2 Robot Hardware and Software Inspection 
FTC robots are required to pass hardware and software inspections before being cleared to compete. These inspections 
ensure that all FTC robot rules and regulations are met. A copy of the official FTC “Robot Inspection Sheet” is located in 
Appendices 1 and 2. The “Robot Inspection Sheet” must be used by teams as a guide to pre-inspect their robot.  A Bill of 
Materials (BOM) of non-TETRIX, non-MATRIX, or non-LEGO parts must be presented at Hardware Inspection. 

3.6.3 Judges’ Interviews 
At FIRST Tech Challenge events, there are generally three parts to the judging process: 1) interview with judges; 2) 
evaluation of performance during the tournament; and 3) evaluation of the Engineering Notebook. Each team will have 
a ten to fifteen minute “fact finding” interview with a panel of two or three judges. 

The Judges’ Interviews generally take place before any qualification matches so that the entire team may be 
interviewed.  When teams arrive at the event, the interview schedule should be included in the registration materials.  
Make sure you know when your team will be interviewed and arrive to the interview room early. Please have at least 
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two student team representatives and the robot available; the entire team is encouraged to participate. Mentors (no 
more than two) are welcome to observe the Judges’ Interview at most events, but should not participate (see Section 
7.4 for more details). 

3.6.4 Drivers’ Meeting 
The Drivers’ Meeting takes place prior to the start of qualification rounds and is a time when the drive team meets with 
the referees.  During this time, the head referee gives a brief overview of what is expected of teams and any venue 
specific information, such as queuing paths, and explains any signals and commands referees will give during matches. 

3.6.5 Practice Time 
At the event, practice field time is offered in the morning until the drivers’ meeting begins. Every effort will be made to 
equalize practice time for all teams, but it may also be conducted on a first-come, first-served basis. If practice matches 
are run, these matches may be scored, but the scores do not affect team ranking. 

3.6.6 Opening Ceremony 
The Opening Ceremony is the official kickoff of the event’s activities for the teams, the fans, and the public. During the 
Opening Ceremony, a tournament official or the emcee will welcome the teams and the public, introduce dignitaries and 
other special guests, and introduce the judges and the referees. Then the game will be described (usually with a video) 
and the national anthems of all the teams’ countries will be played. Immediately after, the Qualification Matches take 
place. 

If your team is in any of the first four matches on the day of your event, volunteers will ask you to line up before the 
opening ceremonies. Please, make sure your team is on time in case you have an early match. 

3.6.7 Qualification Matches 
Teams are randomly assigned to qualifying matches and alliances. The qualifying match schedule is available prior to 
opening ceremonies on the day of the event. This schedule indicates alliance partners and match pairings. It also 
indicates the alliance’s color (red or blue) and the position in the alliance station (1 or 2) for the drive team. These 
matches start immediately after the Opening Ceremonies in accordance with the qualification match schedule. The 
queue volunteer crew works together throughout the day to line up teams for the matches and maintain the schedule. It 
is very important to pay attention to the match schedule and listen for announcements throughout the day. You need to 
know when you will compete, find out the number of the ending match before lunch, and find out which match is the 
last match of the tournament day. 

All teams are ranked based on the same number of qualifying matches. In some cases, a team is asked to play a 
surrogate match which does not count towards their standings during the event. This additional match is denoted on the 
match schedule or announced to the teams prior to the start of the qualifying matches. 

At the conclusion of each match, Qualifying Points (QP) and Ranking Points (RP) are awarded: 

� Teams receive Qualifying Points based on the following: 
o Winning teams of a qualifying match each receive two (2) QP. 
o Losing teams of a qualifying match receive zero (0) QP. 
o If a qualifying match ends in a tie, all four teams receive one (1) QP. 
o If a team is disqualified, they receive zero (0) QP. 

� Ranking Points (RP) are awarded based on the following: 
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o The number of ranking points assigned for each match is that of the losing alliance’s score. Both 
Alliances receive the pre-penalized score of the losing alliance as their RP.  

o In the event of a tie, both alliances receive the same RP (equal to the tie score). 
o If a team is disqualified, they receive zero (0) RP. 
o If both teams on an alliance are disqualified, the teams on the winning alliance are awarded their own 

score as their RP for that match. 
 
Teams with non-functioning robots may receive credit for a qualifying match if their robot has passed inspection and at 
least one member of the drive team is present in the alliance station for the scheduled match.  If no member of a team 
is present in the driver station at the start of a match, that team is declared a “no show” and receives zero (0) QP and 
zero (0) RP. 

At the conclusion of all Qualification Matches, the teams are ranked from first through last on the basis of their total 
Qualifying Points (QPs). If multiple teams have the same QP total, then teams are ranked on the basis of their total 
Ranking Points (RPs). If multiple teams have the same RP total as well, then teams are ranked on the basis of their 
highest match score. If still tied, the next highest match score is used until the tie is broken.  In the unlikely event that 
there is still a tie based on identical match scores, then the teams are ranked by a random electronic draw. 

3.6.8 Alliance Selection 
The number of teams in the Elimination Matches is based on the number of teams in the tournament. If there are 21 or 
more teams in the tournament, the Elimination Matches consist of alliances of 3 teams each. If there are 20 teams or 
less, then the alliances consist of 2 teams each. There are a total of four (4) alliances that will compete in the Elimination 
Bracket. 

The alliance selection process consists of a number of rounds of selections, such that all alliance captains form 
elimination match alliances consisting of the requisite number of teams. These alliances participate in a ladder-type 
tournament to determine the event’s Winning Alliance. The alliance selection process is as follows: 

� Each team chooses one student to act as the team’s representative. These representatives will proceed to the 
competition area at the designated time to represent their teams in the alliance selection. It is recommended 
that the representative also bring their robot to the competition area as teams making selections may not know 
team names or numbers, but do know what the robots look like. 

� In order of tournament ranking, the student representative of the highest ranked team not already in an alliance 
is asked to step forward as the Alliance Captain to invite another available team to join their alliance. 

� A team is available if it is not already part of an alliance, or has not already declined an alliance invitation. If the 
team accepts, it is moved into that alliance. If a team declines, it CANNOT be invited into another alliance, but it 
is still available to select their own alliance if the opportunity arises.  If a team declines, the alliance captain from 
the inviting team must then extend an invitation to another team. 

� The process continues until all alliance captains have been designated and chosen one alliance partner. 

� If there are more than 20 teams, the same method is used for each alliance captain’s second choice (the third 
member of the alliance) from highest seed to lowest seed ( i.e. 1 -> 2 -> 3 -> 4). Any teams remaining after the 
lowest seeded captain makes their choice do not compete in the Elimination Matches. 

3.6.9 Elimination Matches 
The Elimination Matches are very exciting. This is when the alliances determine who is the Champion of the event. The 
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matches are played in a seeded format where the top seed goes up against the 4th seed, and the number 2 seed goes up 
against the 3rd seed. 

In the elimination matches, teams do not get qualifying points; they get a win, loss or tie. Within each bracket of the 
elimination, matches are played to determine which alliance advances. The advancing alliance is the first one to win two 
matches. Any tied matches are replayed until one alliance has two wins and advances. An example tournament bracket 
appears here: 

 

During the elimination matches, two teams from an alliance compete on the playing field. If the alliance has three 
teams, the team that sits out the first match in an elimination series must play in the second match, with no exceptions. 
If the alliances play more than two matches in any round, any combination of two alliance robots may be used.  The 
Captain of the Alliance is not required to participate in every match. No special accommodations are made for robots 
that fail during the Semi Final and Final Rounds. Teams should consider the robustness of the robots when picking 
alliance partners. 

If a team is disqualified during an elimination match, then their entire alliance is disqualified and the match is recorded 
as a loss. Prior to each elimination match, the alliance captain must let the referee know which two teams are playing in 
the upcoming match. 

3.6.10 Awards and Closing Ceremony 
The Awards and Closing Ceremony celebrates the accomplishments of the teams during the season and how they all 
performed during the event. The ceremony begins as soon as the last match is played, however some awards may be 
given out earlier in the event day. During the ceremony, teams are recognized for their accomplishments as the awards 
are handed out. The Winning Alliance teams and the Finalist Alliance teams are also recognized. Finally, the Inspire 
Award winner is announced. 

# 1 Seed

#4 Seed

#2 Seed

#3 Seed

Winner of SF1

Winner of SF2

Semi Finals

SF1

SF2

Finals Champion

Winner of Finals
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3.7 Tournament Types 
There are several types of events and tournaments that teams and other organizers hold throughout the FTC season and 
off-season. These are categorized in the following sections. 

3.7.1 Local Events 
Anyone can host a local event, also known as a scrimmage, to prepare for a Championship or Qualifier, or as an 
alternative to attending other events. If you choose to create and host a local event, you are responsible for finding a 
location, organizing the format for the day, and inviting other teams to participate. You may also have to secure the field 
elements, computers, and other items depending on how you would like the local event to look and feel. 

3.7.2 Meets and League Play 
If your region has been chosen to participate in a pilot of the Meet format, some of the standard Tournament and 
Championship guidelines may be modified.  For information about the scheduling, structure, advancement and 
processes that are unique to a pilot event in your region, please contact your local Affiliate Partner. 

3.7.3 Qualifying Tournaments 
Hosted and managed by FTC Affiliate Partners or Partner-appointed hosts. Qualifying Tournaments follow the same 
judging and game guidelines and format of Championship Tournaments. Qualifying Tournaments are usually held prior 
to Championship Tournaments in regions where there are many FTC teams. The number of teams advancing to the state 
Championship Tournament depends on the capacity of the state Championship Tournament, the number of Qualifying 
Tournaments, and the number of teams attending the Qualifying Tournament. The Advancement Criteria for moving up 
to the next level of tournament is detailed in Section 3.8 below. 

3.7.4 Championship Tournaments 
Hosted and managed by an FTC Affiliate Partner, Championship tournaments abide by certain standards in format, 
judging, awards, and overall quality. Some Championship tournaments require that teams win at a qualifying 
tournament or advance through a League in order to advance to the Championship. Championships may include teams 
from a geographic region, province, state, country, or several countries. Advancement eligibility for the Super-Regional 
Championship Tournament is the same as moving on from Qualifying Tournaments to the local Championship 
Tournament and is detailed in Section 3.8 below. 

3.7.5 Super-Regional Championship Tournaments 
New for the 2013 Season, US Teams have the opportunity to compete in an additional level of Championship Play. Four 
Super-Regional Championship Events will be held, and hosted by an FTC Affiliate Partner. Championship Super-Regional 
Championship tournaments abide by certain standards in format, judging, awards, and overall quality. Teams advance 
from their State or Regional Championship to the Super-Regional Championship using the same advancement criteria 
described in section 3.8 below. Teams advance from the Super-Regional Championships to the FTC World Championship.  

3.8 Advancement Criteria 
Teams advance to the next level of competition in the order indicated below according to the number of spots available. 
The advancement criteria will be applied to teams in North America as follows: 

1. Teams advance from a Qualifying Tournament to a Championship Tournament 

2. Teams advance from a Championship Tournament to a Super Regional Championship Tournament 
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3. Teams advance from a Super Regional Championship Tournament to the FTC World Championship  

In the event that the team listed has already advanced or there is no team fitting that description (as in 2nd team 
selected at smaller events), the advancement will continue in order. 

1. Qualifier Host Team (NOTE: Assuming that the team competes at one other tournament within the region and 
has met the criteria set forth by the Affiliate Partner in the agreement. This advancement applies to Qualifying 
Tournament hosts only, and does NOT apply to host teams of Championship Tournaments). 

2. Inspire Award Winner 
3. Winning Alliance Captain 
4. Inspire Award 2nd place 
5. Winning Alliance, 1st team selected 
6. Inspire Award 3rd place 
7. Winning Alliance, 2nd team selected 
8. Think Award Winner 
9. Finalist Alliance Captain 
10. Connect Award Winner 
11. Finalist Alliance, 1st team selected 
12. Rockwell Collins Innovate Award Winner 
13. Finalist Alliance, 2nd team selected 
14. PTC Design Award Winner 
15. Highest Ranked Team not previously advanced 
16. Motivate Award Winner 
17. Highest Ranked Team not previously advanced until all spaces are filled 

3.9 Tournament Rules 
<T1> Referees have ultimate game play and scoring authority during the competition. Their rulings are final. 

a. The referees may not review any recorded match replays or pictures. 

b. Any questions for the referees must be brought forward by one student drive team member per team 
within the time period of two (2) matches following the disputed match. Students are required to support 
their questions by referencing specific rules or posts to the Q&A section of the official FTC Forum. Team 
members are required to ask their questions in a gracious and respectful manner. 

c. Team members are not allowed onto the playing field for any reason other than to place or retrieve their 
robots.  Inspection of the playing field elements by team members for the express purpose of determining 
scoring is prohibited. Individuals and teams that violate this rule will be subject to possible team penalties 
that could include match disqualifications or even removal from the tournament. 

<T2> Only three team representatives are permitted in the competition area; two (2) student drivers, and one (1) coach 
who are identified by badges designating ‘driver’ or ‘coach.’ These badges are interchangeable within a team in between 
matches.  Only student team members wearing a badge designated as ‘driver’ may drive the robot during the match. 

<T3> There are no time outs during the qualifying rounds. The matches must progress according to schedule.   If a robot 
cannot report for a match, at least one member of the team should report to the playing field for the match. 

<T4> Teams are guaranteed a minimum of five minutes (5:00) between participating in consecutive matches. 
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<T5> During the elimination rounds, each alliance will be allotted ONE time out of no more than three minutes (3:00).  
Time outs must be called at least two minutes (2:00) prior to their next match’s starting time. The time out begins at the 
time their match was going to start. 

<T6> All team members and their guests, including coaches, must wear ANSI 87.1 certified safety glasses or prescription 
glasses with side shields while in the pits or alliance stations during matches. 

NOTE: FIRST requires all teams to bring and supply, for each competition, ANSI-approved non-shaded safety glasses for 
its team members, mentors, and guests. For our purposes, amber lenses that allow for enhanced vision are considered 
tinted, not shaded, and their use is allowed at FIRST events. Sunglasses or deeply shaded safety glasses used in our 
indoor event environment are not acceptable. 

3.10 Team Spirit 
Competing as a team is fun as well as rewarding. Part of the pleasure and reward of being a team member is the way the 
team styles itself with team T-shirts, trading buttons, hats, cheers, cheerleaders, and costumes. 

3.11 Team Styling 
When deciding on a team name or acronym, consider how you can work a theme around it to make your team more fun 
and recognizable. Refer to Section 8.6 for information about FIRST and FTC logo use requirements. 

3.12 Banners and Flags 
Sponsors provide FIRST with banners so we can display them in specified areas as a way of thanking them for their 
generosity.  We encourage teams to bring team flags or sponsor banners, but we ask that you adhere to the following: 

� Do not use banners or flags to section off seating. Saving group seats is not permitted. 
� Hang banners in your pit station only, not on the pit walls. 
� Teams may bring banners to the competition area but please do not hang them there. This area is designated 

for official FIRST sponsors’ banners. 

3.13 Spectators and Etiquette 
Teams are permitted to have 2 student drivers and 1 coach (the Drive Team) at the playing field during their scheduled 
matches.  Spectators are not allowed in the competition area at any time and must remain outside of the designated 
competition area. Some events may provide media passes for one additional team member to gain access to a 
designated “media area.” Access to this area is only permitted with a media pass and only while the media 
representative’s team is on the playing field. Spectators blocking the sidelines or accessing the media area without a 
pass will be asked to move. Repeated violations of this rule may cause the associated team to be disqualified. 

3.14 Scouting 
In the qualifying rounds, the scoring system selects your ally and opponent teams for each match. In elimination rounds, 
top ranking teams are able to choose their own alliance partners. It is important to select an alliance partner with 
abilities that complement those of your team. Scouting during the qualifying rounds is a good way to learn the 
capabilities and limitations of the teams and robots around you.  

This information has been provided by the 2007 FRC Chairman’s Award winners, FRC Team #365, the Miracle Workerz: 

Teams use different methods to record information about other teams – paper, computer, tablets, etc. Use whatever 
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method is most comfortable for your team. Scouting is important to determine how you complement other teams in 
your alliance and how you match up against your opponents. No matter how you record it, focus on information which 
will be useful to your team when you meet your alliance partners to discuss strategy. 

Some possible areas to gather information include: 

� CAPABILITIES – what can the robot/team do and what does it not do? 
� STRATEGIES – what does the robot / team do during the match? How does the team play the game? 
� PERFORMANCE – how well does the robot / team do what it attempts? What are the robot’s strengths and 

weaknesses? 
� AUTONOMOUS – what does the robot do in autonomous mode? Does the team have multiple program options? 

 

The more data points you can collect on strategies and performance, the better understanding you will have of a given 
team.  Information on a team’s capabilities can be obtained by visiting the team in the pit area or watching match play. 

4.0 Engineering Notebooks 

4.1 Overview 
This section describes the requirements for creating the Engineering Notebook, including formatting guidelines, Judges’ 
tips, and the use of various forms of engineering support. It also provides links for sample pages from an award winning 
FTC Engineering Notebook. 

4.2 What is an Engineering Notebook? 
One of the goals of FIRST and FTC is to recognize the engineering design process and “the journey” that a team makes 
during the phases of the problem definition, concept design, system-level design, detailed design, test and verification, 
and production. 

Throughout the building of your robot you will come across obstacles, lessons learned, and the need to draw things out 
on paper.  This is where you and your team will use an engineering notebook. These notebooks follow your team from 
kickoff throughout the competitions. Judges review your engineering notebook to better understand your journey, 
design, and team. 

Note:  Refer to the judging criteria in the Awards & Judging Criteria section for more details on how your Engineering 
Notebook will be judged. 

4.3 The Notebook 
Teams may choose to record their season with either handwritten, electronic, or online documents. No distinction is 
made between handwritten and electronic Engineering Notebooks during judging. 

Electronic/Online: Teams may choose to use electronic or online programs to create their Engineering Notebook.  For 
the purposes of judging, teams must print out their Engineering Notebooks and place them in a binder, no larger than 
1.5”. All pages must be numbered and in order. Only one copy is required per team.  

Handwritten: Spiral-bound, laboratory, or documentation notebooks are available through your school or local 
stationary supply store or you may use the notebook supplied by Rockwell Collins delivered to you in your Kit of Parts.  
Use the following criteria: 


